ABSTRACT. A necessary and sufficient condition for a topological group whose topology can be induced by a total order compatible with the group structure is given and such groups are called ordered or orderable topological groups. A separable totallydisconnected ordered topological group is proved to be non-archimedean metrizable while the converse is shown to be false by means of an example. A necessary and sufficient condition for a no-totally disconnected locally compact abelian group to be orderable is also given.
I. INTRODUCTION.
Topological groups whose topology can be induced by a total order are called topologically orderable groups and they are studied by Nyikos and Reichel [i] and Venkataraman, Rajagopalan and Soundarajan [2] . In this paper we give a necessary and sufficient condition so that topological group is orderable in the sense that it admits a total order which ind,,ces the topology of the topological group and which is also compatible with its group structure. We call such groups ordered topological groups.
As a first step to this we give a necessary and sufficient condition that a group be orderable so that it admits a totoal order compatible with the group structure and such groups are called ordered groups. Venkataraman, Rajagopalan, and Soundararajan have shown (Theorem 2.6, [2] that a separable totally-disconnected topological group is a topologically orderable group if and only if it is metrizable and zero dimensional. It turns out that a separable totally-disconnected ordered topological group is nonarchimedean metrizable (in the sense of Rangan [3] ) while the converse fails to be true.
It is interesting to note that the totally-disconnected non-archimedean metrizable locally compact abelian topological group (Qp,+) of p-adic numbers under addition admits an order that is compatible with the group structure (+) alone and another order that is compatible with its topology alone but admits no order that is compatible with both its group structure + and sufficient condition for a non-totally disconnected locally compact abelian group to be orderable. Then it i well known (see [4] and [5] ) that C(x)* is a normal subgroup of C(x) and that C(x)/C(x)* is order isomorphic to a subgroup of the reals and we identify this quotient group with the corresponding subgroup of the reals. Let If we identify these two subgroups of the reals forgetting the order isomorphism between them we get that f f oI which proves (iv) of the theorem. We now observe a useful property of the subgroups C(x)'s which we call the property P. belongs to P. Now by Theorem 2, p. 13, [4] it follows that G is an ordered group.
To prove the second part of the theorem we first show that C(x) is a convex -I subgroup by showing that y e C(x), e t < y implies that yt C(x) and hence
C(yt-I) is impossible thereby proving t c C(x)
This is done by proving that C(x) 
The convexity of C implies that t C.
We now discuss the two possibilities f (x) > fx(t) and x. Again from the convexity of C we conclude that t C.
f (x) fx(t) == fx(t) nf (x) for some integer n =>f (xnt-I) 0 =>c(xnt-I)
C(x) and f f n -I => f n -l(xnt-I) 0 = x n > t e = t C since C is convex.
In either case t C.
-I CASE 3. C(xt C(x) C(t).
-I Then f (xt 0 i.e. f (x) fx(t). From Property P we get that C(x2t-I) C(x)
x x which in turn implies that f f fx2t-1
The convexity of C now implies x x that t e C.
-I Thus we see that in all cases C(x) c_ C. Even though possibly one can prove Theorem 2.1 in a different way using Theorem 11, p.51 of [4] or Theorem 2 of [5] we have prefered the above proof since it is elementary. PROOF. To prove the converse also we consider two cases.
CASE I. nC(x) (e)
From Case of the necessity part it follows that {C(x)}, x e G x e, form a neighbourhood base for the interval topology. By hypothesis {C(x)}, x e G, x e form a neighbourhood base at e for the given topology and hence the two topologies coincide.
CASE 2. oC(x)
C z (e) [3] ). 
NON-TOTALLY DISCONNECTED ORDERED GROUPS.
In this section we consider only abelian non-totally disconnected groups. In what follows we refer the reader to Wright [9] for the deinitions of radical-free, maximal radical free etc. [9] and hence torsion-free by Theorem 4.1 of Wright [9] . 
